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The Slow Death of Suburbia: A Glimpse of the
Future of Westchester
By Robert Scott
Throughout
American
history, suburban growth has
been linked to transportation. In the 19th
century, railroads facilitated movement out of
cities. The 20th century brought an even greater
exodus and mass infatuation with the gasolinepowered automobile and prodigious highway
building programs.
Discovery of giant oil fields, starting in 1901
with Spindletop in Texas, followed by similar
huge fields in Oklahoma and California soon
had the U.S. awash with oil. In 1913, automaker Henry Ford introduced the assembly line
to his automobile plants, and astonished the
country the following year by offering workers a
$5-dollar daily wage. Soon Detroit was churning
out millions of cars annually that the average
family could buy.
It is ironic, but the very factors that saw the
phenomenal growth of Suburbia—abundant fuel
and affordable automobiles—may have become
the twin agents of its impending demise. Peaking
of the world’s oil supply and the growth of the
planet’s middle class are causing fuel costs to rise
exorbitantly.
Higher fuel prices will inevitably be accompanied by higher taxes. In Italy, taxes make up
75% of the retail price of gasoline. In Canada,
Australia and New Zealand, they make up 50%
of the price. We have a long way to go in the U.S.,
where federal and state taxes comprise less than
20% of the cost of gasoline.
The U.S. government will eventually recognize that its present policy of charging a flat tax

of 18.4 cents a gallon on gasoline regardless of its
selling price makes no economic sense. Gasoline
taxes will be increased to a percentage of the
price. Revenue-hungry states will also up their
gasoline taxes.
As the cost of automobile driving zooms
even higher, life as we know it in Westchester will
be subjected to a series of seven jarring changes:
6WDJH  It is an established fact that as
the price of gasoline rises drivers tend to do less
driving. In the summer of 2008, when crude oil
reached $146 a barrel and gasoline climbed to
more than four dollars a gallon, we had a portent
of things to come.
The U.S. economy stalled. Americans
reduced their driving by billions of miles. Families
cut back on vacations involving travel to distant
places. SUV assembly plants shut down. Hybrid
cars commanded premium prices at dealerships.
One positive consequence of $4-a-gallon
gasoline was 10 million fewer vehicles on U.S.
roads, mostly SUVs, pickup trucks, and gas
guzzlers of every type. Interestingly, at $4 a
gallon, gasoline was comparatively inexpensive.
A gallon of Budweiser beer or Evian water still
cost more.
It is fashionable to belittle automakers for
greedily building behemoth sedans and SUVs
and foisting them on the public. The truth is they
were only meeting the driving public’s desire for
large and powerful cars--born of widely available
cheap gasoline.
Continued on page 3

RADIO

Narog and Aris On the Level
New Rochelle, NY -- Yonkers Firefighter Barry McGoey will be first
to discuss the proposed Transitional Financing Authority (TFA) legislation proposed by the City of Yonkers with co-hosts Richard Narog and
Hezi Aris. After the first half-hour, Assemblyman Mike Spano will join the
conversation by telephone from Albany, from the chambers of the New York State Legislature. The
show is called On the Level. It is seen and heard live via adio-visual streaming technology from 10 11 a.m., on WVOX- 1460 AM on your radio dial and worldwide at www.WVOX.com.
Yonkers mayoral candidate Carlo Calvi is scheduled for June 14th; Ossining City Councilman
Peter Tripodi IV on June 21st, and Yonkers City Council Minority Leader and mayoral candidate
John Murtagh on June 28th.
For those who live and breathe radio and politics, listen to Hezi Aris on Good Morning
Westchester with Bob Marrone when he and host Bob Marrone discuss all things Westchester at
7: 37 a.m. Listeners and readers are invited to send a question to the co-hosts by directing email to
WHYTeditor@gmail.com for possible use prior to any shows’ airing and even during the course
of an interview.
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The Slow Death of Suburbia: A Glimpse of the Future
of Westchester
Continued from page 2
Stage 1 is already upon us. With gasoline at $4 a gallon and above, we can expect
another surge in the popularity of hybrids
and economical, environmentally friendly
gasoline- and diesel-powered automobiles.
Sales of compact cars will increase.
Higher gasoline prices will bring other
unexpected benefits. In 2008, $4-a-gallon
gasoline caused Americans to drive 100
billion fewer miles that translated into
fewer highway fatalities.
A sustained price of $4 a gallon could
save as many as 12,000 lives a year-almost one third of the current U.S. annual
highway death toll. Increasing the price to
stages higher than $4 a gallon will prevent
even more highway deaths.
Permanently higher gasoline prices
also will force people to do more walking
and biking, with a lowering of obesity and
early death statistics. Fewer automobiles
and trucks will mean reduced air pollution.
Asphalt, once extracted from naturally occurring deposits, is now a refinery
byproduct that coats 95 percent of the
streets and roads in the U.S. Any rise in the
price of oil will cause the price of asphalt to
increase. Higher asphalt prices will result
in less road paving and patching projects.
Poorer roads will inevitably cause motorists
to drive more slowly and carefully.
Each year we send some 20 billion
pounds of deteriorating asphalt roofing
shingles to landfills in the U.S. Another
benefit from reduced use of asphalt
will be longer-lasting, lighter-weight
metal roofing. Made of galvanized steel,
aluminum or copper, a metal roof weighs
about one-fifth of what a bulky asphalt
roof weighs and, with occasional painting,
can last four times as long.
6WDJH  Gasoline at the next major
incremental level above $4 a gallon will
deal a mortal blow to such activities as
the bussing of school children in suburbia.
Communities’ school budgets simply will
no longer be able to afford the expensive,
part-time use of huge fleets of vehicles
during a brief period in the morning and
afternoon of each weekday for nine
months of the year. Drastically reduced
in numbers, today’s omnipresent yellow
school busses will be used only in outlying
rural areas.
The exercise resulting from longer
walks to school will increase children’s
life expectancy and overcome the growing
tendency to obesity in many young people.
Police departments will be forced to put

some officers back on foot patrol, where
their presence will result in reduction of
street crimes like assault and robbery or
burglary.
More than half of the U.S. population lives in suburbs like Westchester, and
spends an average of 25% of family income
on buying, maintaining and insuring the
family’s motorcars. As the price of gasoline
rises, living in single-family McMansions
on quarter- and half-acre lots with a car for
every member of the family will prove too
daunting for many younger suburbanites.
Frustration with suburban life will
prompt an exodus from the suburbs and a
return to cities offering proximity to work
and cultural attractions. Returnees will live
in gentrified neighborhoods reclaimed
from former slums now replete with small
shops, instead of shopping centers and
malls. Reliable public transit will free them
from the financial drain of ownership of
multiple automobiles.
6WDJH When gasoline prices reach
this stage, America’s love affair with the
gasoline-powered automobile will come to
an end. The gasoline engine will give up
the ghost in favor of automobiles powered
by electricity or natural gas. Improved
battery technology will yield smaller,
lighter-weight batteries that will enable
cars to travel longer distances on a single
charge.
Conversion to natural gas, however,
will require structural changes, including
replacement of the traditional gasoline tank
with a sturdy, thick-walled tank capable of
withstanding high pressure. It will take up
most of the vehicle’s trunk space.
Service stations will add electrical
quick-boost charging outlets or pumps
delivering natural gas under high pressure. Noisy gasoline-powered speedboats,
jet skis, all-terrain vehicles, snowmobiles,
lawnmowers, and snow blowers will also
vanish. Few will mourn their absence.
6WDJH As gasoline makes the next
incremental jump, it will bring about the
drastic reduction in size an industry whose
continued existence even at lower fuel price
points has always confounded economists-the debt-ridden airline industry. Jet fuel is
essentially kerosene--a product of the same
refineries that refine gasoline--and. jet fuel
prices march in step with those of gasoline.
Airlines that survive will be bare-boned
remnants of their former selves. Routes
will be cut back. Short-distance flights will
Continued on page 4
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The Slow Death of Suburbia: A Glimpse of the Future of Westchester
Continued from page 3
be discontinued. Many smaller cities will
find themselves without commercial plane
service of any kind. Americans will cast
envious eyes on the fast rail lines operating
in Europe and Japan, and make plans to
emulate them.
The long neglect and skimping on
repairs of this country’s once-impressive
network of rail lines will be reversed. A
diesel-powered train can carry 436 tons of
freight one mile on one gallon of fuel. This
is more than four times the 105 tons that a
tractor-trailer truck can carry over the same
distance on the same gallon of fuel. First,
the existing rail network will be improved
and extended. Later, high-speed passenger
trains rivaling those of European railroads
will be added on separate trackage
6WDJH As the prices of gasoline and
diesel fuel continue to mount, agricultural
practices will change. There will be no

advantage to growing crops year around on
the West Coast, in the South or in Mexico,
then shipping this produce great distances
by motor truck.
Farms will return to the areas around
cities. Small town dwellers will compost
their household garbage, and plow up
lawns and backyards to plant organically
grown seasonal vegetables, as well as potatoes and other nutritious root crops that
will keep all winter.
6WDJH  “Big-box stores” (so called
because of their size and shape, not the
products they sell), strip malls and shopping centers will vanish from the periphery
of small towns. Without cheap transportation, their customers will simply be unable
to reach these beneficiaries of China’s
emphasis on cheap labor and foreign trade
to achieve prosperity.
Moreover, the big-box chains will

find it economically impossible to maintain the scattered warehouses, distribution
centers and fleets of giant tractor-trailer
trucks that keep their stores supplied with
cheap imported goods. Instead, dormant
domestic manufacturing enterprises will
spring up.
The concept of living in the suburbs
and spending hours commuting to the city
will no longer make any sense. Resurgence
of small towns as self-contained entities
will enable people who live in them to
work and shop close to home.
6WDJH  Hastened by climactic
changes induced by greenhouse gases
and global warming, we can expect new
developments in pollution-free, reliable sources of electric power generation.
These will include hydroelectric, tidal,
solar, wind, geothermal, and updated,
smaller nuclear plants. In France, such

smaller “on-demand” plants generate 80%
of that country’s electricity and enable it
to sell 18% of the output to neighboring
countries,
Widespread improvements will also
be made in this nation’s ridiculously
antiquated and vulnerable electric grid.
America will become an electric-powered
nation. A century ago, the U.S. electric
grid operated at 65% efficiency. Today
its efficiency stands at half that number.
Clean electric power from inexpensive and
renewable sources may yet be our planet’s
salvation.
At this point, life in Westchester as
we know it today will only be a memory.
Newspapers everywhere will write
Suburbia’s obituary. What they will fail
to mention, however, is that its passing
should have been recorded as “Suicide by
automobile, caused by an insatiable addiction to cheap gasoline.”
Robert Scott, a former book publisher, is a
writer and editor.
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SHIFTING GEARS

Mission Statement

The Westchester Guardian is a weekly newspaper devoted to the unbiased reporting of events and developments
that are newsworthy and significant to readers living in,
and/or employed in, Westchester County. The Guardian
will strive to report fairly, and objectively, reliable information without favor or compromise. Our first duty will be
to the PEOPLE’S RIGHT TO KNOW, by the exposure
of truth, without fear or hesitation, no matter where the
pursuit may lead, in the finest tradition of FREEDOM OF
THE PRESS.
The Guardian will cover news and events relevant to
residents and businesses all over Westchester County. As a
weekly, rather than focusing on the immediacy of delivery
more associated with daily journals, we will instead seek to
provide the broader, more comprehensive, chronological step-by-step accounting of events, enlightened with analysis, where appropriate.
From amongst journalism’s classic key-words: who, what, when, where,
why, and how, the why and how will drive our pursuit. We will use our more
abundant time, and our resources, to get past the initial ‘spin’ and ‘damage
control’ often characteristic of immediate news releases, to reach the very
heart of the matter: the truth. We will take our readers to a point of understanding and insight which cannot be obtained elsewhere.
To succeed, we must recognize from the outset that bigger is not necessarily better. And, furthermore, we will acknowledge that we cannot be all
things to all readers. We must carefully balance the presentation of relevant,
hard-hitting, Westchester news and commentary, with features and columns
useful in daily living and employment in, and around, the county. We must
stay trim and flexible if we are to succeed.

Road Running Investments: Cars Worth
More Used Than New
By ROGER WITHERSPOON
People contemplating potential financial investments are not likely to put a car
on the short list of places to park their
money for a year. Indeed, the standard
mantra – though exaggerated – is that a
new car loses half its value the moment it
leaves the dealership.
But if you had bought a 2010 Toyota
Prius Hatchback, a 2011 Hyundai Sonata

SE, or the iconic 2011 Kia Soul, you
could have made money putting it on the
market after driving it around for a year.
And that’s with serious driving.
The EPA considers 15,000 miles
to be the average an American motorist
drives the family car in the course of a
year. According to Kelley Blue Book
Continued on page 5

2011 Hyundai Sonata SE
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Continued from page 4
( www.KBB.com ), which tracks private
party and Internet sales through sites such
as www.Autotrader.com , a Prius ( http://
bit.ly/lynbyq ) with 22,500 miles and an
original MSRP of $22,150 is now selling
on the private market for $24,705 – an
increase of $2,555 over the purchase price.
That’s a return of 11.5 percent, which is
higher than the return Bernie Madoff gave
his favored investors
during the heyday of
his Ponzi years.
The
stylish
Sonata
sedan
(
http://bit.ly/
mtnAO4 ) with
13,500 miles on it,
sells for $24,170,
an increase of $855
over its purchase
price of $23,315 for
a respectable 3.7
percent return. The Kia Soul ( http://bit.
ly/lGLbXz ), which uses hip hop hamsters
to hype its appeal to youthful buyers, held
pretty steady with a resale price of $14,055
after 13,500 miles. That’s just $60 over the

2011 Kia Soul

purchase price of $13,995, but its more
than the Federal Reserve was paying on
treasury notes during last year’s financial
crisis.
“In most cases a car is not an investment,” said Alec Gutierrez, manager of
vehicle evaluations for Kelley Blue Book.
“Over the last several years, however, used
car values have been on the rise. Part of
that is a lack of vehicles available due to the
economy and a reduction in new vehicle
sales.
“Cars fit the classic definition of
a depreciating asset. But with supply
decreasing and fuel assets increasing, their
value has been really strong.”
The domestic car market, Gutierrez
explained, dropped from 17 million cars
per year in 2005 and 2006 to a low of

10.5 million in 2009, a decline of nearly
40 percent. So there are far fewer cars on
the used car lots. “The increases depend on
the segment, however,” he added. “Overall,
used car values are up between 5 percent
and 6 percent. But the value of fuel efficient
vehicles can but up anywhere between 15
percent and 20 percent, and we attribute
that to the rapid rise in gasoline prices.
“The resale value of the Prius is defi-
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2011 Toyota Prius

nitely tied to gas prices. It has always been
in demand, and even prior to the earthquake in Japan Toyota had only a 10-day
supply in the showrooms. But it is one of
the vehicles that consumers flock to immediately as gas prices
rise. We have seen
demand for the Prius
shoot through the roof,
with some Prius values
increasing
between
$3,000 and $4,000.
And that goes for two,
three, and even fouryear-old Prius.”
The Sonata’s appeal,
he said, has come from
he termed its “phenomenal” new design (http://
bit.ly/mzwk2z ). “Even as it becomes used,”
he said, “There is a lot of interest and it stays
close to the MSRP. We see that from time
to time when the design is great.”
Hyundai spokesman James Trainer
said that in addition to the design, the
Sonata is offered as a standard sedan, or
a hybrid or a turbo, and the hybrid gets
40 miles per gallon and the standard and
turbo get 35 MPG. The Sonata is the only
car in the mid-sized sedan segment that
does not offer a V-6 engine.
“The competition – Camry and Honda
Accord – have to be engineered to carry
the weight of that bigger engine. But our
turbo-charged four cylinder engine, with
274 horsepower, gets better horsepower
than any of the 6’s do.”
Continued on page 6
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Continued from page 5
The resale value is also helped by
Hyundai’s 100,000 mile warranty.
The Kia Soul, said Gutierrez, has
benefitted from rising gas prices “and it’s
a fun design. Nissan has tried to jump
into that market with its Cube. That car is
performing well, but the 2010 model is just
about $1,000 below its MSRP. The Kia
Soul is just more in demand.”
The reception of the boxy Soul comes
as something of a surprise, particularly
with its pants-sagging, hoody-wearing, hip
hop hamsters comparing this odd-shaped
Kial to standard boxes and toasters
( http://bit.ly/mCKQx3 ). “The car
was targeted equally at male and female
Gen Y consumers in their mid-20s who
are looking for their first car,” said Michael
Sprague, Kia’s vice president of marketing.
“We positioned the Soul to break out

THURSDAY, JUNE 9, 2011

from the ordinary and offer a new way
to roll. Our creative agency, David and
Goliath, came up with the concept of
hamsters who were on the wheel and broke
out of that cycle. We thought it was great
imagery to convey that you don’t have to
buy the traditional little compact car out
there. You can have this really cool car
instead of one of the other boxy cars.
“A lot of parents are putting the money
down and buying it for their children, with
the children making the ongoing installment payments.”
Kia has also found that a large portion
of their sales are to senior citizens, who
are still active and like its price, interior
spaciousness and the fact that it is easy to
get into and out of.
Roger Witherspoon writes Shifting Gears at
www.RogerWitherspoon.com

The Retired (Try To) Strike Back
Chapter 7 – Take One
By ALLAN LUKS
The four retired
couples meet on a
Saturday to finally start shooting the
Retired Person’s Dating Film. But the
director immediately starts asking whether
they’re wearing the right clothes.
They are in the large conference area of
a vacant office suite, which was donated to
them, and have taped crepe paper strips to
the walls and stuck balloons to the ceiling
to create the atmosphere of a section of a
community party. Two large flood lights
and a camera stand in the rear.
Bob studies the three wives whom he’s
posed sitting around one table, and then
walks across the room to the other wife
and the three husbands sitting in a circle.
He returns to the movie camera resting on
a tripod--but steps back.
“The characters you’re playing have
come to a dance for seniors to hopefully
meet someone,” he tells them. “This is the
film’s beginning and it has to be perfect
to hook in viewers. But the scene doesn’t
look right to me--and now I think it’s
because of the way the men are dressed.
You three guys should be wearing clothes
that at least aren’t pressed well.”
“You want us to look sloppy?” Steven
asks.
“Don’t worry, Mr. Former Social
Worker, my camera’s not going to
make fun of anyone. Our wives should
be dressed nicely. The women they’re
portraying recognize that there are many
single, older women and they have to
look their best. But you men know you’re
outnumbered more than two to one. It’s
far easier for you to meet a woman. I think
you’d have come to this party dressed more
casually, whether you do it consciously or
unconsciously.”
“O.K., I’ll start messing my shirt,” says
Kenny--but adds: “Bob, your comment on
clothes gives me an idea. What if one of
the retired male characters in the film,
when we first meet him, is dressed uncaringly to also show an elevated personal
confidence and he announces he wants to
enter politics? He’ll help the film identify
with retired viewers who may still have
big dreams. Bob, if you add this character
to the script, I’ll play him.”
“Kenny, have you, our long-time thespian, been waiting for a way to introduce

this idea?” Bob ask. “Then in the unlikely
chance our film gets reviewed, assuming
we ever finish it, the review will most likely
mention your acting since your dreaming,
wanna-be politician is a different kind of
character? And an agent will happen to
see the review and you’re soon flying to
Hollywood? I mean, Kenny, our group has
been saying the retired need dreams--but
realistic dreams.”
Bob looks away from a silent Kenny.
“Well, at least, I see you two men have
wrinkled your clothes to get closer to your
honest selves.”
Bob stares into the camera: “It’s better.
Take your positions. I’ll shoot each of you
in close-up while you recite your individual character’s feelings about not being
happy living alone and wanting to meet
someone at this dance. And yes, Kenny,
your character can add being an aspiring
politician.”
“Bob, since you’re willing to adjust
the opening talks we wrote,” Myron
says, “perhaps one or more characters
should mention now that they worry
about the pressure to get married if they
meet someone nice. I’m responsible for
statistics in the film. Our movie can later
explain that increasingly the retired live
together and don’t marry.”
“Interesting,” Bob answers. “You want
in the film at least one character worrying
about making a permanent commitment
to someone. While Kenny wants to play
a politician who can connect to large
numbers of people. Which character will
click most with our audience?”
The other three men are quiet-“Well, we’ll find out,” Bob says, “if
people ever see the film. So let’s go. The
Retired Person’s Dating Film. Take One.
Let’s start filming who we oldies honestly
are, and we don’t have much time to figure
it out. And I’m the director.” He laughs.
Allan Luks is a nationally recognized social
works leader and advocate for volunteerism.
He is the former head of Big Brothers, Big
Sisters of New York and is currently a
visiting professor at Fordham University,
where he teaches several courses in nonprofit
leadership. You can learn more about Allan
Luks at http://allanluks.com.
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Suicide—The Terror, The Sadness
By GLENN SLABY
When
the
pain
becomes unbearable and
as the train approaches
why do some contemplate
and jump? Why do some
contemplate and never jump and why are
others able to quickly move on in life?
The statistics are grim and getting
worse. The research is poor, the scientific
understanding in next to nil. The stigma
is only now getting some mild reprieve. In
2008 it was number 11 of causes of death
and rising. Today, 20% will lose a family
member to suicide and 60% will have a
friend or co-worker who submitted.
These numbers provided by Mr. Robert
Gebbia of the American Foundation for
Suicide Prevention, www.afsp.org only get
worse when looked upon more deeply:
Over 34,000 people in the U.S. die
every year from suicide. A suicide every 15
minutes, that’s almost 90 Americans every
day.
Ninety per cent have a psychiatric
disorder at time of death
There are 4 male suicides to every

female, but three times as many females
attempt versus males.
For every suicide there are estimated
8 – 25 attempts.
Worldwide, approximately, one million
people die by suicide, annually.
Mr. Gebbia views the understanding
of suicide on the same level alcoholism
was 20-30 years ago, a human failing, a
weakness of character not a disease. It is
a subject never discussed; only whispered
behind closed doors like cancer 100 years
ago or more recently HIV/Aids. We just
do not understand suicide in its proper
context, he says.
The AFSP is fighting the difficult
trend within the components of research,
education, and advocacy. Their major drive
is the Out of Darkness Overnight Walk,
June 5th & 6th, with 223 walks throughout
the country, 78,000 people participating
walking from sunset to sunrise. The walks
which did not start until 2002 have grown
dramatically. In New York City, the route
is 18 miles with plenty of aid & relief
stations along the way, cyclist to keep tabs

on walkers, as well as podiatrists and meals
served at midnight.
Mr. Gebbia started working with the
AFSP 12 years ago. He has seen some
changes in the way suicide is perceived as
well as seeing the non-profit organization
grow. As a grass roots organization, they
now have 48 chapters, started by individuals such as Josephine Vennewald who lost
a daughter 15 years ago. These chapters
outreach, providing among other things
information, training and education for
high schools, teachers etc.
For the future, Robert would like
to see a 10% decrease in the suicide rate
which has increased slightly over the last
5 years and an increase in funding and
outreach and greater attention by public
services, primary care and mental health
care providers. He bemoans the lack of
statistics for suicide attempts and estimates
that 700,000 people annually attempt
suicide with another one million in need
of medical attention. More aggressive
protocol is needed in places like emergency
rooms, but the Army has done major
studies in understanding and dealing with
suicide.
“There was no warning signs, no indications. Nothing was spoken”, Josephine

Vennewald says of her daughter’s suicide
15 years ago at the age of 21. She was
“completely blindsided; you never know
until it happens”. Something had to be
done to turn this tragedy into something
beside pain, so she reached outward to
prevent this from happening to others,
strangers, who have this inner desolation inside there hearts, their souls and to
prevent others who may “jump” to escape
their pain.
Doing something was to create
an AFSP chapter in New Jersey. The
Vennewalds’, who never thought of hiding
the truth, meet monthly at St. Francis
Church, as “Survivors of Suicide”, helping
others including the priest who lost a
brother to suicide. There’ve been positive
results and a greater openness in schools
and religious institutions. They have a
growing quilt of those who are gone. A
quilt of names and poems.
As a teacher for over ten years, Deana
Santoro, Heather’s cousin, has seen signs
of improvement in preventing and dealing
with suicides. They tell family members
to be good listeners, notice changes in
scheduling, behavior, etc. There is more
awareness and more are reaching out,
Continued on page 8
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Suicide—The Terror, The Sadness
Continued from page 7
joining or starting support groups, helping
others – strangers coming together and
sharing on this path of life. They tell survivors not to blame themselves and keep busy.
She will be participating in the overnight
walk.
Everything seemed to crash at the same
time for Noah Weinbaum now thirty-two.
Due to depression, he lost his best friend, his
job and started overeating dramatically in a
four month span. With thoughts of suicide,
he did not want his three young nieces to

say, “They once had an uncle”. He sought
help with the dire situation; first with his
mom, a therapist and then a psychiatrist.
Through therapy and anti-depressants,
Noah regained some footing on life. Now,
he has a strong relationship with members
of his family, lost weight and is within three
months of obtaining a Medical Assistant
License, with a 4.0 GPA.
Many things have gone well for Noah.
He is fortunate to have assets many do not
possess, like a strong family bond, access
to professional help, proper diagnosis with

positive reaction to medications. Mental
Illness knows no boundaries. We have
progressed much in the last generation, but
science is still in its infancy and many are
ashamed of the umbrella of diseases that are
mental illness.
As you read this, remember one does
not have to be alone in their pain. Please
seek companionship for though we all are
traveling on this journey as individuals, there
are those who devote their lives to us who
suffer from mental illness. Clergy, religious
leaders are there for us; professional medical
help is just a call away. If you have suicidal
thoughts or know someone has expressed

Memorial Day: Paying “Homage to Our Fallen Heroes”
By PEGGY GODFREY
Proudly, the United
Veterans Memorial and
Patriotic Association of the
City of New Rochelle sponsored the Memorial Day
ceremonies honoring our fallen war heroes.
Peter Parente, their President and Parade
Coordinator, gave particular credit to all the
day’s sponsors, especially Monroe College.
Their Chaplin, William F. Moye, introduced
as a 96 year old veteran, asked God to bless
all who gave their lives to answer “the nation’s
call” in the spirit of true comradeship. He
asked everyone to pray for those still missing
in action and being held as prisoners of war.
After the New Rochelle High School
band played the National Anthem, Parente
welcomed everyone by saying he “loved to
see all the people” present. Yesterday at the
Beechwood and Holy Sepulchre Cemetery
Ceremonies, all the flags on the veterans’
graves were replaced, 1800 in all. The crowd
there was the “largest in 35 years.” The list of
veteran organizations supporting programs
on Memorial Day, Veterans Day and also
September ll, were enumerated. These three

events give the “public an opportunity to show
appreciation for what the military does for us,
according to Parente. “Before we have peace,
these men and women who serve have their
lives on the line.” The list of New Rochelle
dignitaries attending included all Council
members and Mayor, County Legislators
Sheila Marcotte and James Maisano, and
County Clerk Tim Idoni. When Mayor
Noam Bramson addressed the group he
mentioned this year’s special recognition
of Vietnam veterans. This war although it
“divided Americans,” should not result in
any shame when debated. These veterans
were “denied the full honor they deserved.”
He urged when Vietnam is mentioned, these
veterans should “hold their heads up high.”:
Brigadier General and Putnam County
Sheriff Donald B. Smith emphasized that
more than one million Americans have
“died in battle for our country.” then added,
many more “died from battle scars.” In the
Vietnam War, more than 58,000 lost their
lives. “Freedom is not free,” he continued,
and is paid for with these lives. The Bible tells
us, there is no greater love than to lay down

your life for others. While this has become
a day to open swimming pools,or to go to
store sales and picnics and barbecues, this
weekend should never lose its importance, “
to remember our fallen brothers and sisters.”
Recalling Osama Bin Laden, he called 9/11
the “new day of infamy,” after Pearl Harbor.
On 9/11 people were going to work, “It was
an attack on all humanity.” Our founding
fathers pledged their lives, so let us say, “We
are a grateful nation.”
Explaining the meaning of Memorial
Day, Ron Tocci, who formerly served in the
82nd Airborne during the Vietnam War,
and as a New York State Assemblyman and
New York State Commissioner of Veterans
Affairs, traced the origins of Memorial Day
to the Civil War. On this day of remembrance, he asked everyone to think of families
deprived of their loved ones and how our
country was founded on their life and blood.
He felt we “don’t do enough for our veterans
and those in need,” then acknowledged that
we now have the first all-volunteer army
since the Civil War. The Commander of
the American Legion, Post 8, Tom O’Keefe,
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such thoughts, contact the Westchester
Chapter of the American Foundation for
Suicide Prevention at (914) 487-2460 or
go to www.afsp.org/westchester. If someone’s behavior has changed, if they seem
depressed or upset, talk to them, a phone
call can change a life; can save a life. If you
don’t what to say, please call someone at
AFSP for help.
Glenn Slaby is married and has one son. A
former accountant with an MBA, Glenn
suffers from mental illness. He writes part-time
and works at the New Rochelle Public Library
and at St. Vincent’s Hospital in Harrison, New
York, where he receives therapy.
then reminded everyone how the history of
this remembrance dates back to the Civil
War. After a wreath was placed on the grave
honoring veterans in Memorial Plaza, a
moment of silence for the honored dead was
followed by a gun salute by the American
Legion Post 8 firing detail and Taps played
by Max Gordon from the New Rochelle
High School Band.
Among those cheering the festivities was
Christina Fimana of the Marcos Fimana
store at 503 Main Street. She said she likes
the ceremony and parade and every year her
and her husband attend the festivities. Eileen
Kuhn said her first two children were in the
Marines and they recruited another, their
sister Frances. She said she told them they
weren’t going to recruit all ten of her children.
She always says, “Stand up for your country.”
A New Rochelle Fire Fighter, John DiPippo,
felt it was “great New Rochelle was doing
something for its residents,” and commented
about how many had shown up for the ceremonies. Brian O’Leary summed it all up, he
“came to see it and pay homage to our fallen
heroes.” He also hoped the good weather
would hold out. Luckily it did.
Peggy Godfrey in a freelance writer and a former
educator.
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Ed Koch Movie Reviews
By Edward I. Koch

Movie Review:
“Hello Lonesome” (+)

This film got an interesting and positive review from Stephen Holden in The
New York Times. He wrote:
“Hello Lonesome, Adam Reid’s smart,
poignant trilogy of interwoven vignettes,
manages the considerable feat of creating
six fully human characters who are quirky
enough to transcend the stereotypes found
in a typical indie film. Except for a young
couple who rush headlong into a relationship after connecting on the Internet, the
rest dwell in the uncomfortable limbo of
the lonely unattached.
“The feature directorial debut of
Mr. Reid – who also produced, wrote
and shot the film – Hello Lonesome was
self-financed on a $50,000 budget and

completed in 15 days, and
it has won a number of
awards at regional film
festivals. Structurally, it
is a Checkhovian mosaic,
similar to Rodrigo Garcia’s
films in its attention to
minute personal detail but
somewhat lighter in tone.
Its main flaw is a compulsion to tie up its stories too
neatly.”
I didn’t know who
Rodrigo Garcia was until I
looked him up on Google.
I now know that amongst
other
accomplishments
he directed several episodes of the HBO
series “Six Feet Under” which I loved.
I don’t agree with Holden’s description

of this film as a mosaic,
however,
Chekhovian
or otherwise. In Robert
Altman and Woody Allen
films, everyone ultimately
connects and falls into the
six degrees of separation
that seems to affect most
of our relationships. This
picture is different in that a
number of totally separate
relationships are presented.
The acting of everyone
is highly professional. The
smallest part, performed
by Kamel Boutros playing
Omar, was the most realistic
and in a way the most enjoyable for me.
The relationship between an elderly
widow, Eleanor (Lynn Cohen), and a

neighbor half her age, Gary ( James
Urbaniak), was less believable but interesting to see played out.
Finally, Bill (Harry Chase), a voiceover actor in the film was extremely well
done, even if not particularly attractive to
the audience or at least to me.
The night I saw the film, Adam Reid
appeared on stage with most of the actors
to take questions. The audience was very
supportive with the exception of one guy
who gave him a hard time. He made no
points, however, and simply added to the
support of Reid.
“Hello Lonesome” is not a great
picture but considering that it was put
together in 15 days and cost only $50,000,
it is phenomenal. Reid could have charged
Continued on page 10

TAKE THE ROAD

LESS FRAZZLED.

If you’re like most drivers these days, you’ll take any detour or circuitous
route that keeps you away from the inevitable frustrations along I-95.

But you could just hop aboard the train instead. With over 45 stops in the
Northeast in towns big and small, we’ll drive you anywhere but crazy.
AMTRAK.COM

Amtrak and Northeast Regional are service marks of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation.
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Movie Review:
“Hello Lonesome
Continued from page 9
the film to two of his credit cards. All in
all, it is worth seeing simply to be able to
say you saw the picture and appreciated
Reid’s talent before he became famous.
Henry Stern said: “The film’s distinction lies in its parallel plots, with loneliness
its leitmotif. The picture is very well made,
considering its short shooting time and
its minimal budget, which makes “The
Blair Witch Project” look like “Cleopatra”
(which, adjusted for inflation, is said to
be the most expensive film ever made).
No question, the picture is a good one
compared to many inane or plotless
offerings.
“The point of the film is that lonely
people are likely to be unhappy, unless they
can find companions or strategies to avoid
boredom. I kept thinking about “Eleanor
Rigby” while waiting for the plots to intersect, but they never did. If you go to see
this movie, bring someone with you. And
try not to end the evening alone.”
Watch Ed Koch’s Movie Revies at www.
MayorKoch.com .
ANTONIA ARTS
PRESENTS

BROADWAY REVUE

CHICAGO
THE KING AND I
HAIR • GREASE
THE WIZ
MAN OF LA MANCHA
SPRING AWAKENING

Saturday, June 11, 2011
3 PM Matinee
Tarrytown Music Hall
13 Main Street, Tarrytown, New York
Adults $30 Children/Seniors $20
Director, Scarlett Antonia • Musical Director, Stephen Purcell
Choreographer, Andrea Elam
For ticket information: Ticket Force 877-840-0457 or Box
Office 914-631-3390
www.tarrytownmusichall,org
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Singers “Be Attitude:
;/,:6<5+:Staple
Respect Yourself ” Concord
6-)3<, Music Group Stax
By Bob Putignano
Sounds of Blue
Staple Singers “Be Attitude: Respect
Yourself ” Concord Music Group Stax
“A Definite Staple for Your Collection”
By BOB PUTIGNANO
In 1968 the Staple Singers signed onto
the Memphis-based Stax records, which is
now owned by the Concord Music Group.
The first two Staple albums on Stax; “Soul
Folk In Action” and “We’ll Get Over”
were produced by Steve Cropper backed
by Booker T & the MG’s. This album
“Be Attitude: Respect Yourself ” originally
released in ’72, is sort of a singles collection,
where the backing musicians were Muscle
Shoals’ best: Guitarists Eddie Hinton and
Jimmy Johnson, bassist David Hood, Barry
Beckett keyboards, and Roger Hawkins
drums. All ten of the original songs were
produced and arranged by Al Bell, unfortunately the two bonus tracks make no
references to the production credits. But
the musician credits are revaled within Rob
Bowman’s outstanding liner-notes; these
two (previously unreleased) bonus tracks
were also recorded by the Muscle Shoals
crew, more on this later.
I’d forgotten how great these songs
were, how meaningful they still are, and
learned about the outstanding decision
Al Bell made to utilize the Muscle Shoals
house band, as the entire band marches and
storms their way through “This World.”

“A Definite Staple for Your Collection”

Once again; Joe Tarantino’s 24-bit remastering techniques are sparkling, never
before do I recall hearing the audio detail
on “Respect Yourself ” still a powerful
tune that all of us have heard countless times. We’ll forgive the commercial
missteps (with strings and all) on “Name
the Missing Word” and move along, even
though David Hood’s booming bass lines
are fascinating. Other songs like the classic
“I’ll Take You There” radiate. Yet lesser
known tracks like “This Old Town (People
In This Town)” glow, Mavis rolls, and
Pops’ guitar growls, this tune powers like
a locomotive, especially when the horns
are added near the conclusion. The light
and trite “Are You Sure” never worked for
me, same for “Who Do You Think You
are ( Jesus Christ Superstar,)?” “I’m Just
Another Soldier,” and “Who.”
Two previously unreleased bonus
tracks: The track listing doesn’t indicate it,
but thanks to Rob Bowman, we now know
that these one of these two tunes (an alternate cover of ) “Heavy Makes You Happy
(Sha-Na-Boom-Boom)” was the first
where the Muscle Shoals musicians were
used, and that the Staples clan were added
later on McLemore Ave. in Memphis. This
ambitious experiment obviously worked as
the ten original album tracks, the other
bonus track “Walking In Water Over Our
Head” were recorded several months later
in similar fashion. From these two bonus

News & Notes from Northern Westchester
By MARK JEFFERS
Okay, it’s time to
bend your knees and
start lifting those heavy
air conditioners into your
windows and welcome
the summer, as we unveil another edition
of “News and Notes…”
Our friends at the Katonah Museum
of Art have another great new exhibit
running through September 18 entitled
“Stephen Talasnik: Elusive Landscape:
Drawings,” give the museum a call at
914-232-9555 for more information.
Three cheers to Camillo Astrologo

as he celebrates his 50th year as a barber
in Bedford Hills, I have had my hair cut
by Camillo a few times and he is a real
nice guy, even though it only took him 3
minutes to cut my losing locks...he did a
great job.
After you congratulate Camillo, walk
around the corner and take a peek in the
latest addition of great stores in Bedford
Hills. Bedford Home recently opened it’s
doors offering new furnishings, gifts and
consignment to spruce up your abode.
Take a minute to shop and welcome them
to the neighborhood!

tracks the remake of “Heavy Makes You

Happy” worked best for me, it also was the
first Staples single produced by Al Bell,
and (the original) charted well.
Timeless music by the Staples indeed,
what also makes owning a compilation as
this is all the background work Concord/
Stax has been putting into these ‘Stax
Remasters” series. The sound clarity is
undeniable, and the liner notes teach us
facts unknown to most of us prior. In the
end, it’s all about the music, and on that
note, I will let this disc speak for its itself,
it’s almost all-good!
Bob Putignano www.SoundsofBlue.com
Bob Putignano is a contributing editor to
BluesWax, The Westchester Guardian, and
Yonkers Tribune. Check out his website at
www.SoundsofBlue.com
The Pound Ridge Library’s fourth
and fifth grade book group “Dinner and a
Book” is offering “Just for the Summer” by
Christine McDonnell on June 21 at 6pm.
The good folks at Grand Prix NY are
holding a Father’s Day Endurance Race
on June 19th give Chris a call at 914-3583613…and I always thought just being a
father of three girls was endurance enough.
This fundraising campaign is a real
“gem!” Matero Fine Jewerly in Millwood
has introduced From Soldier to Soldier,
an awareness and fundraiser in support of
wounded veterans and their families. For
every bracelet sold in Millwood, $25 will
be donated to Homes for Our Troops and
other wounded soldier organizations.
Don’t be late! Renewals for the coveted
Parking Permits for the Town of Bedford
Continued on page 11
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News & Notes from Northern Westchester
Continued from page 10
lots are due June 15th. Late renewals will
result in loss of your preferred lot and/
or rank on the resident waiting list! The
lottery for non-residents for lot 3 in
Katonah will be announced in mid-June.
Any questions can be directed to the
fine folks on the Parking Permit Desk at
914-666-8097.

Turning to the world of sports…
In high school baseball action…the
Briarcliff Bears beat Valhalla 7 to 5 to
capture the Class B Section 1 title. While

the Fox Lane
Foxes lost to
Ketcham 5
to 4 in the Class AA title game.
Congratulations to Horace Greeley’s
tennis doubles team of Spencer Goldberg
and Ben Gilman as they have reached
the second round of the state doubles
tournament.
Registration is underway for youth
sports clinics to be held in August by the
Bedford Recreation Department, call
914-666-7004 for more information.
Music and sports working together…
by honoring and raising money at the

same time…The Music Conservatory of
Westchester will hold its 10th annual Golf
& Tennis Classic and Award Dinner on
June 27th at the Whippoorwill Club in
Armonk. The event will honor Terry and
Jerry Feldman for their outstanding service
and raise money for the conservatory’s
scholarships and for students with autism
and other special needs in the school’s
Music Therapy Institute. I’m bad at golf
and can’t sing a note, but it sure sounds like
a wonderful evening for details please call
914-761-3900.
If you have an event or story you would
like to see in this column, please email me

at marsar@optonline.net
June is certainly busting out all over…
just look at my waist line, BBQ’s are fired
up, graduation parties are in full swing and
the summer season is finally upon us…
enjoy!
Mark Jeffers successfully launched MAR$AR
Sports & Entertainment LLC in 2008. He is
the local host and producer of the Jerry Lewis
MDA Telethon, and a columnist and member
of the National Sports Marketing Network, and
National Writers Group.

THE SPOOF

Irish Say Enough Already; Have Had It with Famous Visitors
By GAIL FARRELLY
Still reeling from the
recent visits of Queen
Elizabeth II as well as U.S.
President Barack Obama,
Irish folks are exhausted and desperately
need a respite.
The visits were lovely while they lasted
but thankfully they are now over.
Finito! Everyday Irish folks say they

need to get back to a normal life. Irish
police want to spend less time on security
and more time working on a cold case,
Who Threw the Overalls in Mrs. Murphy’s
Chowder. Tourist associations advise that
any high-profile folks planning to visit the
Emerald Isle put their trips on hold for a
few months to give the locals some time
to rest up. A top Irish official commented

off the record about what he’d like to say to
these potential visitors: “Y’know, that song
When Irish Eyes are Smiling kinda says it all.
To keep us smiling, stay in your own countries and don’t bother us for a while.”
And just in case the Queen and/
or Obama may be planning return visits
(horrors!) in the near future, some revelers
at a Dublin pub hope to stop them in their

tracks by sending them a long-distance
serenade using the words of the late
Woody Guthrie: “So long, it’s been good
to know you.”
Gail Farrelly (www.FarrellySistersOnline.
com) writes mystery novels and short stories as
well as Op-Eds. She also publishes satire pieces
(Gail Farrelly’s satire and parody stories) on
TheSpoof.com, a British website. Her latest
mystery novel is Creamed at Commencement:
A Graduation Mystery. The first chapter
is available on her website<http:///www.
FarrellySistersOnline.com>. Gail is working
on a fourth mystery, The Virtual Heiress.

ENERGY MATTERS

Angry Crowd Drowns Out NRC
By Abby Luby
Cortlandt, NY - - Twenty
minutes after the Nuclear
Regulatory began their 2010
annual safety assessment of
the Indian Point Nuclear power plants, a
riled up crowd of over 600 people started to
vent their anger, demanding the NRC shut
down the twin reactors in Buchanan. Held
Thursday night, June 2, 2011, the standing
room only crowd filled Colonial Terrace’s
Banquet Hall with anti nuclear placards and
signs, many waving red letter “F’s” signifying
an alternative grade on plant safety.
Prior to the meeting, NRC spokesperson Diane Screnci said that, in light of the
Fukushima disasters at the Daiichi nuclear
power plants in March, the agency intentionally planned a shortened version of the safety
assessment in order to hear public concerns.
Unlike previous years, Entergy, the owner
of Indian Point, was not sitting opposite
the six person NRC panel. Entergy’s Jerry

Nappi, said the
utility company
wasn’t asked to
contribute
to
the safety assessment meeting,
“But we are here
if anyone has any
Paul Gallay of Riverkeeper addressing the press before the formal NRC meeting.
questions.”
Two press
report completed last month entitled “Follow
conferences were
Up to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
held prior to the meeting, one by the NRC
Station Fuel Damage Event.” The report
and the other by anti-nuclear groups.
said that hydrogen recombiners in Units 2
NRC Deputy Regional Administrator
had not been tested for a number of years,
David Lew told the media about basic
which is a violation of federal regulations. But
inspection processes since Fukushima. When
recombinders in Unit 3 had been tested; and
asked specifically about lessons learned from
worked. Hydrogen recombinders eliminate
the Japanese disaster, Lew said the NRC
explosive hydrogen - the gas that exploded
was just gathering information that would
and blew up the outer containments of three
be later integrated in their review processes.
reactors at Fukushima. The NRC neglected
Interestingly, Lew had little or no response
to penalize Entergy for not testing Unit 2
when asked about the NRC’s inspection

NRC Regional Administrator David Lew

recombiners. Lew was unable to explain the
discrepancy.
“There are still lessons to be learned,” he
intoned. “When equipment is not inspected
we go back to the fundamental mission to
assess the significant issues.”
Lew also fended off questions on evacuation plans, especially since the NRC advised
Americans near the highly radioactive
Fukushima plant to evacuate at least 50 miles
away, advice inconsistent with the ten mile
safety distance the NRC tells U.S. citiContinued on page 12
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Angry Crowd Drowns Out NRC
Continued from page 11
zens. Lew said although the NRC is looking
at emergency preparedness, FEMA, (Federal
Emergency Management Agency) has final
say on evacuation plans. “At this time, the
issue is not significant enough to look at,”
he said. “The NRC doesn’t deal with policy.
Our only mission is to make sure that nuclear
power plants are safe.”

Audience and NRC members at the Indian
Point annual safety assessment meeting.

A large coalition of anti-nuclear groups
from the Hudson Valley and from New York
City held their press conference outside on
the expansive lawn at Colonial Terrace and
included two bus loads of coalition members
from New York City. The organizations,
seeking to close Indian Point included
Citizens Awareness Network, Greenpeace,
Hudson River Sloop Clearwater, Indian
Point Safe Energy Coalition (IPSEC),
New York Public Interest Research Group
(NYPIRG), Riverkeeper and Shut Down

Indian Point Now, a new group
recently formed in New York City.
Standing in front of the large
group brandishing anti Indian Point signs
and T-shirts, Gary Shaw from the Croton
Close Indian Point group said “When a
nuclear plant goes bust, it’s a global issue,
not a local issue. The NRC is not doing their
job of protecting the public, they are simply
enablers of the [nuclear] industry.”
At the formal assessment meeting, the
NRC panel of inspectors were frequently
interrupted by jeers and outbursts accusing
the agency of neglecting to protect the public
from potential dangers at Indian Point. The
panel was forced to break for ten minutes
after which Lew decided to cut the NRC
presentation short so the public could speak.
The one standing ovation of the evening
was for Westchester Legislator Michael
Kaplowitz, (D, I -Somers), Chairman of the
Westchester County Board of Legislators
Committee on Environment & Energy.
“When regulators insulate and disengage themselves from the people, bad things
happen. You, the NRC, are the only New
York body we have to protect us.”
Kaplowitz has repeatedly invited the
NRC to join his regular meetings, “Plan,
Don’t Panic,” to address nuclear plant operation and emergency preparedness since the
Fukushima crises. The NRC has refused
to attend the meetings, but after hearing
Kaplowitz’s invite again on Thursday night,
they told him they would “Take his requests
under advisement.” The crowd, clamoring to
their feet chanted “Tell him ‘Yes’!”
Indian Point owner Entergy has applied
to extend their operating license for 20
more years until 2033 and 2035 for each
unit. The application is currently before the

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board who are
considering contentions to re-licensing by
Riverkeeper, New York State and Clearwater.
Environmental Director Manna Jo
Greene of Clearwater asked the NRC to
suspend the re-licensing process until more is
learned about Fukushima. “We need a period
of introspection. We need a moratorium,”
she said.
About 30 people from New York City
SHARE, Safe, Healthy, Affordable and
Reliable Energy, sat quietly in the back
holding small signs in favor of nuclear power.
The organization fears alternative energy
sources will drive up the price of electricity.

The audience at the Indian Point annual
safety assessment meeting.

Over 90 people signed up to speak.
Canem Ozyildirim, 24, the representative for
the New York Chapter of Greenpeace, said
she was disappointed that few young people
were at the meeting. “My personal goal is to
bring people my age to meetings like this.”
Speaking in favor or re-licensing Indian
Point was Jerry Connelly, spokesperson for
the Coalition of Labor for Energy & Jobs.
Connelly turned around to face the crowd.
“If the air conditioning goes off here
tonight, it’s what you have to get used to
if Indian Point is shut down,” he told the

hostile audience. “You will have to change
your life style. That’s the way it is.”
New York City resident Chris Williams,
who is an author and physics professor at
Pace University argued against the plant’s
actual electrical output. “We don’t need
Indian Point, we only use five percent of
the power. Nuclear power is dangerous and
unsafe.”
Former state Assemblyman Jerry
Kremer, head of New York AREA, a proIndian Point group, addressed the NRC
panel. “Every one of you are being abused
but somebody has to do the tough job with
integrity and honesty – which you do. I
respect what you are trying to do.”
Other speakers included famed musician and composer David Amram, Rockland
Assemblywoman Ellen Jaffee, D-Suffern,
spokespersons for Congresswoman Nita
Lowey, Congressman Eliot Engel and US
Senator Kirsten Gillibrand.
When asked about the status of
Entergy’s relicensing application NRC
project manager Drew Stuyvenberg said it
was currently under review by the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board for review.
“There will be a legal proceeding and
the board controls that. Our staff can’t give a
definitive answer about when that proceeding
will be - it might be in December (2011) or
January (2012). But the board has changed
the time line before.”
Abby Luby is a Westchester based, freelance
reporter who writes about current, local
news, environmental issues, art, entertainment and food.

SPORTS

Port Chester Bengals Finish in Second Place in Prestigious Presidents’ Cup
By RANDY VOGT
June 1, 2011, Albany, NY-The
Capital District Youth Soccer League
and Eastern New York Youth Soccer
Association co-hosted a very successful
Presidents Cup for the second consecutive Memorial Day weekend. The games
featuring 100 top youth soccer teams
were played at Gavin Park in Wilton,
Zenner Road in Niskayuna and Clifton
Commons in Clifton Park.
“I’m pleased that we were selected by
Region 1 for the second year in a row to
host the Presidents Cup,” commented
Continued on page 13

Boys-Under-17 finalists Port Chester Bengals.

Girls-Under-15 champions Capital United.
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Port Chester Bengals Finish in Second Place in Prestigious Presidents’ Cup
Continued from page 12
Capital District Youth Soccer League President
Pat Ramundo. “The players had a nice weekend
to play weather-wise and one local team advanced
to the Nationals. I thank Eastern New York for
their support of the venues and the teams that
participated. Best of luck to all teams in the
Nationals!”
While Capital United took the GirlsUnder-15 title, another Eastern New York team,
the Port Chester Bengals, advanced to the BoysUnder-17 finals before succumbing to TSC
FC Towamencin of Eastern Pennsylvania, 3-0.
Capital District Youth Soccer League referees
David Boswell and Justin Lopez acquitted themselves very well and were selected to officiate the
Nationals in Des Moines, Iowa from July 7 to 10.
“The Presidents Cup had great venues and

the fields were in great condition,” added Hershey
‘97 Orange Rush coach Andrew Chodos. “The
tournament ran very smoothly. If there were any
glitches, I certainly did not notice them. And the
refs did an excellent job!”
With 120,000 youth soccer players and
more than 25,000 volunteers, the Eastern New
York Youth Soccer Association stretches from
Montauk Point, Long Island to the Canadian
border. Members are affiliated with 12 leagues
throughout the association, which covers the
entire state of New York east of Route 81. For
more information, please log on to http://www.
enysoccer.com/.
Photos by and courtesy of Randy Vogt.

The Region 1 Presidents Cup champions:

Boys-Under-13-USTA United ‘97, Eastern Pennsylvania
Boys-Under-14-VAR Swoosh, Virginia
Boys-Under-15-New Level Soccer Academy, New Jersey
Boys-Under-16-HMMS Eagles, Eastern Pennsylvania
Boys-Under-17-TSC FC Towamencin, Eastern Pennsylvania
Girls-Under-13-Crusaders United, Massachusetts
Girls-Under-14-BSA Rage, Eastern Pennsylvania
Girls-Under-15-Capital United, Eastern New York
Girls-Under-16-Penn Legacy ‘94 Black, Eastern Pennsylvania
Girls-Under-17-BucksMont United Blazers, Eastern Pennsylvania

Randy Vogt is Director of Public Relations, Eastern
New York Youth Soccer Association.

GovernmentSection

Thrill Dad this Father’s Day!
45393KGS

Thrill The Grill Combo

2 (6 oz.) Filet Mignons
2 (6 oz.) Top Sirloins
4 (4 oz.) Boneless Pork Chops
4 (4 oz. approx.) Boneless Chicken Breasts
4 (4 oz.) Omaha Steaks Burgers
4 (53/4 oz.) Stuffed Baked Potatoes
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Cuomo Lands Ethics Bill
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The Act establishes a new datablockbuster ethics passage:
2 Free FREE 6-Piece Cutlery Set &
base of any individual or firm that
Financial
disclosure
Gifts Cutting Board with purchase.
2 packages and 1 FREE Cutlery Set & Cutting Board per address. Standard S&H will be applied per
appears in a representative capacity
statements filed with the new
address. Expires 6/19/11. ©2011 OCG | Omaha Steaks, Inc. | 12982
before any state governmental entity.
Commission on Public
By CARLOS GONZALEZ Joint
To order call: 1-888-804-5053
The bill expands lobbying discloEthics from elected officials
www.OmahaSteaks.com/fd82
sure requirements, including the
will now be posted on the
Gov.
Andrew
disclosure by lobbyists of any “reportInternet and the practice of redacting
Cuomo and lawmakers
When
able business relationships” of more
the monetary values and amounts
have agreed to an
than
$1,000
with
public
officials.
reported
by
the
filer
will
be
ended.
ethics reform bill,
Certain public officials who
The Act requires disclosure of the
including the ability to refer cases to
commit crimes related to their public
reporting individual’s and his or her
law enforcement, better disclosure of
I feel safe. I am protected.
offices may have their pensions
firm’s outside clients and customers
outside income by lawmakers as well
I have Life Alert®.
reduced or forfeited in a new civil
doing business with, receiving grants
as disclosure of clients or customers
forfeiture proceeding brought by the
or contracts from, seeking legislation
One touch of a button sends help quickly in the
who have business before the state.
event of a medical emergency, fall, home
Attorney General or the prosecutor
or resolutions from, or involved in
The agreement will also create a
invasion, fire or carbon monoxide poisoning.
New!
who handled the conviction of the
cases or proceedings before the State
Joint Commission on Public Ethics
Now we have two systems available:
For a FREE brochure call:
official.
as well as such clients brought to the
( JCOPE).
Life Alert Classic for seniors
Continued on page 14
firm by the public official.
No bill has been printed yet, but
Life Alert 50+ for people 50+
passage of the bill is expected this
week in both houses.
Recently, Cuomo threatened to
launch a Moreland Act Commission
to hold over lawmakers if there was no
ethics bill. That would let him investigate the workings of the Legislature if
&DVRV&ULPLQDOHV²/H\HVGH7UDQVLWR&RUWHGH)DPLOLD
lawmakers failed to pass an ethics bill.
“One way or the other, we will have
²&DVRV&LYLOHV²'HVDKXFLR²)RUHFORVXUH
a vehicle to clean up Albany,” Cuomo
said earlier in the week.
The pending agreement has some
teeth behind it and will change the
paradigm in Albany, mostly known
7HOpIRQR )D[ &HOO
as a cesspool for corruption. Here
(PDLOLRDQQD#DROFRP
&URWRQ$YH2VVLQLQJ1<
are some of the highlights of the
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Cuomo Lands Ethics Bill
Continued from page 13
The Joint Commission on Public
Ethics will replace the existing Commission
on Public Integrity with jurisdiction over all
elected state officials and their employees,
both executive and legislative, as well as
lobbyists. The bipartisan Joint Commission
will consist of 14 members; six appointed
by the Governor and Lieutenant Governor,
at least three of whom shall be enrolled
members of the major political party that is
not that of the Governor, eight appointed
by the legislative leaders (four each from the
two major political parties)
The Joint Commission will have jurisdiction to investigate potential violations of
law by legislators and legislative employees
and, if violations are found, issue findings to
the Legislative Ethics Commission, which
will have jurisdiction to impose penalties.
The Joint Commission will also
conduct mandatory ethics training for executive and legislative officials and track the
status of compliance and make it available
to the public.
A majority (8 members) of the board
must consent to the initiation of the investigation, and at least two of whom are of
the same party and branch as the subject
of the investigation. If the subject of the

investigation is a lobbyist, only a simple
majority is required.
Among other restrictions, no individual will be eligible to serve on the Joint
Commission who has within the last three
years been a registered lobbyist, a statewide
office holder, a legislator, a state commissioner or a political party chairman.
Interestingly, the Act will substantially
increases penalties for violations of the filing
requirements and contribution limits in the
Election Law, and provides for a special
enforcement proceeding in the Supreme
Court. We’d like to call this part of the
bill the “Pedro Espada Prevention Act,”
named after the former Senate Democratic
Majority Leader who made a routine
mockery of the current filing requirements rarely filed on-time, if not, filed at all.
“I have repeatedly said that in order to
get this state back on the right track, we
must end the dysfunction and corruption
that has plagued Albany for far too long
and bring integrity back to the halls of our
Capitol,” said Governor Cuomo. “This bill
is the tough and aggressive approach we
need. It provides for disclosure of outside
income by lawmakers, creates a true independent monitor to investigate corruption,
and spells out tough, new rules that lobbyists must follow. Government does not
work without the trust of the people – and
this ethics overhaul is
an important step in
restoring that trust.”
Senate Majority
Leader Dean G. Skelos
said, “I am pleased to
be part of this historic

ethics reform agreement, and want to thank
Governor Cuomo, Speaker Silver and
Senators Lanza, Hannon and Flanagan
for their hard work in putting this package
together. After passing an on-time, fiscally
responsible budget and reaching an agreement on a property tax cap, this ethics
agreement signals that we’ve taken another
step in restoring the public’s trust in their
government. Last year, Senate Republicans
said we could do better than the ethics bill
that was presented to the Legislature and
ultimately vetoed by the previous governor,
and today we have done so.”
Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver
said, “On behalf of the Assembly, I salute
Governor Andrew Cuomo for his leadership
and perseverance in forging this necessary
and important agreement on ethics reform.
Today’s agreement will strengthen our citizens’ faith in their government and hold
accountable those who betray the public
trust by requiring more extensive financial
disclosure and creating additional penalties
for those who break the law. While it is true,
as in any profession, that some legislators
and lobbyists have taken advantage of the
system, the vast majority of my colleagues
are hard-working, caring and public spirited. I am proud to sign on to today’s
agreement because I believe that transparency and accountability are the pillars of
good government.”
“For thirteen months, I’ve traveled the
state calling on our government to take
action on the three basic, fundamental
reforms our government needs, including
meaningful Ethics Reform,” said former
New York City Mayor Edward I. Koch.

“Standing in Buffalo, I called for outside
income disclosure; in Long Island I called
for disclosure of client lists; and in Albany
I called for a state ethics commission
with teeth. Today, I’m proud to congratulate Governor Andrew Cuomo and the
Legislative leaders for reaching an agreement on a proposal that will accomplish
these goals. Thanks to them, the 138
Legislators who signed the three New York
Uprising pledges will be able to honor the
ethics portion by casting a vote on the bill
described today, and I will be asking them
to do so.”
In all, not a bad deal for three men in
a room.
Winners: The people of the State of
New York. Thank you to Governor Cuomo
and Edward Koch for demonstrating leadership and twisting the wrist of a legislative
branch filled with elected officials that lived
for decades with bad habits.
Losers: Members of the New York
State Legislature. There’s no place to hide.
This will not end all corruption, as they’ll be
many fools who will continue try.
We promised to bring you an exclusive
interview with Senator Suzi Oppenheimer,
and we will, but that will have to wait until
next week. In consideration of the blockbuster announcement pertaining to a real
Ethics bill, the demands of the people to
clean up Albany clearly supersedes all other
stories.
Share your thoughts with me by directing email
to carlgonz1@gmail.com.

I’m Running for Mayor of Yonkers
By CARLO CALVI
My entire life has been
conducted in Yonkers. Of all of the
candidates for Mayor, I have the
most experience, best credentials
and greatest knowledge of how
this City works. I know the neighborhoods and City Hall, inside &
out. I worked as an engineer in the
building department back in 1975.
I’m a Civil Engineer and a
Lawyer. In the past I’ve been a
teacher, a truck driver, a construction worker, a pretty good carpenter
(it’s still my favorite hobby), a heavy
equipment operator and a pizza
delivery boy, to name a few.
I also run my successful business

in Yonkers – real estate development and management.
I treat my tenants with respect
and fairness – the same way I treat
all reasonable people. That’s the
same way that I have served my
constituents in the past and it’s my
promise to serve you as Mayor with
the same approach.
I’m married to Julie for 30
years. Cristin’s a lawyer married to
Brian Hughes, an assistant District
Attorney in Queens. George is a
Civil Engineer, Matt is too but
he’s going to Law School at night.
Noelle (born on Christmas Day –
Continued on page 15
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I’m Running for Mayor of Yonkers
Continued from page 14
what other name could we give her) is in
her senior year of College. She wants to be
an elementary education teacher.
I love a good conversation, a few
laughs and a good cigar. I play golf which
is almost as frustrating as Yonkers politics.
Finally, I know that I can apply my
experiences, and professional abilities to
run Yonkers in a much more efficient way.
Having a good heart, a good brain and
common sense is all it takes. I know I can
do it with your help.
I’m asking for your vote in the
Elections.

My Record on Taxes
5HDO (VWDWH 7UDQVIHU 7D[  ,QFRPH 7D[
6XUFKDUJH

I served on the City Council in 1998.
On January 2 (my second day in office) I
introduced the legislation to eliminate the
Yonkers Real Estate Transfer Tax (the so
called exit tax, when one sells their property) and the Income Tax Surcharge.
It passed and the taxes were phased
down. Unfortunately, since I left office,
those taxes have gone right back up to
the levels they were at in 1998. Several
of the other Mayoral candidates, running
this year, have had a part in voting for and
authorizing those tax increases.
If I get back in, I’ll reverse their reversal
and eliminate those taxes, again.
5HDO(VWDWH7D[HV+DYH'RXEOHG6LQFH,
/HIWWKH&LW\&RXQFLO

I have always fought against tax
increases. That includes my four years
on the Westchester County Board of
Legislators, 1980-1984.
In one of those years, the County
budget passed by a vote of 16 to 1. Who
was the lone vote against the budget
– yours truly. That budget raised your
County taxes by approximately 27% in
a single year. They’d have to nail me up
before I supported that kind of tax insanity.
In 1999 the City tax rate was $317 per
thousand of assessment. This year it’s $627
per thousand. Simply put, your taxes have
doubled.
It amazes me that elected officials,
including current Mayoral candidates,
have no problem approving such outrageous tax increases. Maybe it is because
they don’t feel the pain.
My business owns real estate. The
properties that I am involved with pay a
combined total of more than $ 140,000 in
real estate taxes. So it shouldn’t be hard to
figure that I am not a fan of raising taxes.
Of all of the Mayoral candidates, I

believe I carry the greatest tax burden
7KH%XFN6WRSV+HUH

Here’s a promise. I will find efficiencies
and savings and won’t take the easy way
out by raising your already exaggerated real
estate taxes. It can be done.
President Harry Truman is one of my
favorite political characters in history. The
man just oozed common sense.
Harry had a plaque on his desk in the
oval office that read “The Buck Stops Here”
on the front side and “I’m from Missouri”
on the backside. The significance was that
he was to be in charge and accountable for
the decisions of his administration – the
big ones and the small ones.
My plaque will be identical except
that it will read “I’m from Yonkers” on the
inside.
My approach to running City Hall
will also be like President Truman’s. I will
take charge of the matters that need to be
handled and I’ll accept responsibility for
the successes or the failures. As soon as it’s
made I’ll show a picture of the plaque.

The Finance Commissioner Will
Have to Give Me Briefings When
Payments Are Made

In my private business, I know where
every dime is spent. All invoices are
reviewed and verified before paid. It’s the
only way to have financial control.
It also gives a better sense of where
money can be saved, next time around.
As Mayor, I will direct our “check
writers” – the finance department to get
my approval before writing the check. Of
course this doesn’t apply to payroll, but I
will demand a periodic running total of
each employee’s wages, to date, and how
that compares to their salary. That’s called
overtime control.
We just learned of a police officer who
earned over $300,000 last year and is now
retired. Something’s rotten in Yonkers.
Without pointing any finger of blame,
our “system” has developed a lot of fat over
the years. This is one way that I will find it
and eliminate it.

Unnecessary Cars, Cell
Phones and Gasoline
Distribution to be Terminated

When I worked in City Hall, 1975, the
only people who had cars were the building
inspectors, street inspectors, the Mayor &
City Manager.
Now every Tom, Dick, Harry & Mary
has one with a cell phone too.
In the past if an employee used his

vehicle for city work, he or she was reimbursed on a mileage rate. That’s what I will
implement.
There will be no more big SUVs or an
open gas pump for employees.
I won’t take a City vehicle. I’ll take the
cell phone because it’s important to be on
top of things. Also, every commissioner
and other key employees will have cell
phones for contact purposes.

Red Light Cameras on the
Chopping Block

Let’s consider surveillance cameras in
high crime areas instead.
It’s my opinion that the newly installed
red light cameras are more so aimed at
generating revenue then enhancing safety.
They also present a danger, especially
if drivers are aware of their presence. Some
people may speed up or jam on their brakes
to avoid the ticket.
My approach to ensure safety at a
trouble intersection is old fashioned. I
would direct the Police Commissioner
to place a traffic detail at that point until
matters get better.
Besides, as a lawyer, I believe that there
is an argument as to the illegality of the red
light cameras. They may violate a person’s
right to due process.
We’ll be looking into that. I hope
the City didn’t sign a contract for these

cameras that will be difficult to revoke.
Too bad that one of the candidates
for Mayor, this year, was the one who
introduced the law in the NY Assembly
which allows Yonkers to have the red light
cameras. Without that law, we wouldn’t be
dealing with these cameras.

Code of Etiquette for City
Employees???

While we have many courteous
workers in this City (many of them are
friends or people that I know), some of our
“public servants” may have forgotten that
they serve the public.
For example, a few days ago, I called
into a City department on private business and was treated in a gruff way by the
person who answered the phone. There is
no need or excuse for that.
We will develop a set of guidelines for
employees on proper interaction with and
treatment of citizens. I will direct every
commissioner to apply the guidelines
vigorously.
The purpose is not to “get anyone into
trouble”. The purpose is to foster better
treatment of our customers – you, the
taxpayers and citizens of the City.
Of course, we expect courteous conduct
in the other direction.
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Convention Time for Republicans and Conservatives
By NANCY KING
May 31st, 2011, saw the annual nominating conventions of the Westchester
County Republican Party and the
Westchester County Conservative Party.
Both nominating conventions were held
simultaneously at the Westchester Manor
House in Hastings, New York. Chaired
by respective chairmen, Doug Colety for
the Republicans, and Hugh Fox Jr., for the
Conservatives, saw anxious candidates,
incumbents and challengers alike await their
turns to be questioned by party leaders.
At stake in this election are seats for the
Westchester County Board of Legislators.
Each of the 17 legislators is up for re-election
this November. As of now, the Democrats
hold the supermajority of seats on the board
virtually crippling the Astorino administration from putting forth their agenda
promised during their campaign. And so
with high hopes, both of these parties met
to vet their candidates and to see if they
could break the supermajority held by the
Democrats.
The Republicans threw their support
behind their incumbent legislators; no
surprise there. They did however put forth

a few challengers. In District 7, Democrat
Judy Meyers ( of the George Oros breathless debacle) will be challenged by Rye
resident Suzanna Keith. District 2 saw
Peter Michealis get the green light from
the Republicans but on Thursday Lisa
Douglas announced that she would primary
Michealis. For District 3, Michael Smith was
chosen to run against John Nonna. District
4 has Mike Kaplowitz being challenged by
Terrence Murphy. Finally we have Carmen
Gomez-Goldberg as the Republican challenger going up against José Alvarado in the
17th district.
However it was the Conservative Party
who had the far more interesting convention.
After a contentious reorganization, where
Gail Burns lost the chairmanship to Hugh
Fox Jr. , the party is anything but unified.
As an observer, it seems as if the party has
been split into three factions. There are the
Gail Burns loyalists, the Hugh Fox loyalists
and the Right to Life faction. After losing
their party line, the Right to Life group was
embraced by the Conservative Party. The
Burn’s loyalists had no problem in calling
their new chair a double dipper. (Remember

Fox was hired for a 90K salary by the
Astorino administration while collecting his
pension as a Yonker’s firefighter). And both
the Fox loyalists and the Burn’s supporters
vented their frustrations at those who clearly
have a more religious agenda.
The members of the Conservative Party
who hold the beliefs of the Right to Life
way of thinking asked candidates questions
that clearly were pointed in the direction of
the ultra conservative right. Asking a candidate who is running for legislator for their
views on abortion, gay marriage and second
amendment rights is somewhat silly considering these are decided at the state and federal

levels of government. Shouldn’t they be more
concerned about a candidate who will work
to lower our property taxes or work to repeal
the MTA tax? Surely nobody wants to see
abortion used as a form of birth control and
we shouldn’t be funding it for such but really,
is this the purpose of a county legislator?
By the end of the evening, while the
Republicans had endorsed their candidates
and had retired to the bar for a drink, the
Conservatives still hadn’t endorsed their
candidates. This will apparently be done
sometime in the coming week. In the meantime, we get to look forward to the Democrat
and Independence Party Conventions. They
might be different parties but it all seems like
the same spin.
Nancy King resides in Greenbugh, New
York. She is an investigative reporter for The
Westchester Guardian.

Latimer Interviews Ron James on Cable TV

Assemblyman George Latimer (left) hosted
Veteran Ron James (Right) on his weekly cable
TV interview program, Assembly Update,
viewed in Sound Shore communities on local
government access channels. James, a member of
the American Legion Post 93 in Port Chester,
is the chief advocate for state adoption of the
MIA-OON Flag (Missing in Attack on Our
Nation) which remembers those lost on 9/11.
Latimer is the Assembly sponsor of the bill.

OP EDSection
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New York Court System Violates Civil Service Laws
Political Antics or Tough Times?
By Hezi Aris
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There
are
things
happening in the New York
Court system, including
the New Rochelle, White
Plains, and Yonkers courts many of our
readers are unaware.Political battles and
skirmishes, exacerbated by budget cuts have
caused over 400 State workers to be laid
off. The issue revolves about the manner in
which these firings took place, rather than
the redundancies themselves. The New York
Court system has allegedly violated New
York State Civil Service Law.
The New York State Court system
designates employees among four categories.

They are:
Elected judges are not affected by the
layoffs; and neither are their personally hired
staff; and
2. Management is also not affected.
Their number consist of a cadre of high level
boys’ club “members” who have been given
their positions by the chief judges; and
3. Appointed staff are personally hired
by chief clerks to temporary, non-permanent
positions; some have been on the job for over
30 years.In the event of layoffs, Civil Service
Law designates they be first to be laid off, but
none were; and
Continued on page 17
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New York Court System Violates Civil Service Laws
Continued from page 16
4. Civil Service Employees, who are supposedly protected by New York State Law and
seniority...
Of the approximately 450 workers laid off
so far, at least 214 of those fired were allegedly
fired illegally. To that end, there are currently
214 law suits being filed against the New York
Court system for allegedly illegally ignoring Civil
Service Law. There are workers with 25 plus years
who have been laid off because their original
titles were ‘erased,’ while temporary workers in
the exact same titles remain. Not only that, but
all those workers laid off are losing most of the
accumulated time they worked years to earn;
never abusing sick time, they stand to losing it
all. Many workers have 10 to 40 weeks worth of
sick time saved up. One may deduce the courts
are stealing tens of thousands of dollars worth of
time collectively from the employees impacted;
another violation of law.
Union hierarchy and their respective legal
counsel attest in private the firings are completely
illegal, but nothing is being done to thwart or
put an end to the illegal firings. The firings are
being deliberately permitted to occur without any
legal contest. This, so lawsuits demanding back
pay may find remedy through the courts. In the
long run, one may conjecture that these budget
cuts will cost the State three times as much than
it would have to not lay off anyone at all. This is
the type of conduct that gives evidence of being
a political game, not a result of fiscal restraint or
tough times.
Let’s look at Westchester as one example.
Westchester is the only court in New York State
that has three family courts. It costs $650,000
a year to rent an old building in Yonkers, and
$350,000 to rent an old building in New
Rochelle. The main court, situated in White
Plains, was built to absorb the Yonkers and New
Rochelle courts within itself, instead it sits half
unused while the state pays a million dollars a year
in rental fees to keep unneeded sites open.
In a recent internal investigation, the Yonkers
court site was designated as unfit and infested
with severe mold build up and air quality

problems, never mind the fact that the building is
not designed to support the weight of the thousands of files stored there, and that the concrete
floors are literally cracking and in danger of
collapse. Further still, when workers come in on
any Monday morning, they find rat droppings
on their desks because the building is infested.
Let’s notforget security; anyone can walk in off
the street, stand in the elevator at 5:15 p.m., and
simply wait for it to be called upstairs. There are
NO court officers in the building after 5:00 p.m.
Many times strangers have been found in secured
areas after designated closing hours, leaving
workers, and people’s files unprotected.
There are also other allegedly, illegal activities
that would surprise Westchesterites.In Yonkers
Family Court, a court specifically designed for
the protection of women and children is such an
example. Is it a surprise to hear that management
has allegedly incorporated the use of fear tactics
to coerce female employees to work for free? It is
a known fact that there are women who arrive for
work from 8:30 a.m. and end their day from 6 or
7:00 p.m., every day, doing so without and lunch
break, yet get paid for only seven hours.
Management has burdened them individually and collectively with more that anyone could
manage. They tell them of imminent layoffs
coming. They have them psychologically at wits
end. They tell them they are not allowed to work
without pay, but then tell them the work must
be done or they might have to be fired. After the
brow beating harangue, management watch as
the women swipe out on the time clock and go
back to work.They do this so they swipe out by
the 7 hour maximum limit, and then cajole coerce
them to continue working without pay long after
the courts are closed.
Many people put in extra hours without pay;
that is, on their own time, without pay, in fear they
will lose their employ if they do not comply. This
is an allegedly abusive environment at the behest
of management. Walmart recently lost a legal suit
on similar circumstances for mistreating their
employees and paid millions in compensation for
their alleged conduct.

ED KOCH COMMENTARY

Welcome Home, Soldier
By ED KOCH
The New York Times of May
28, 2011 brought to the attention
of the American public the failure
of our government to adequately
attend to the medical problems of
our soldiers who suffered war injuries, physical and
mental. This has resulted in thousands of suicides
among the returning soldiers. The Times reported

on one veteran, William Hamilton, as follows:
“This month, the Department of Veterans
Affairs informed the parents of William Hamilton,
an Iraq war veteran, that it was not responsible for his
death. Mr. Hamilton had been admitted nine times
to a V.A. psychiatric ward in Palo Alto. He saw demon
women and talked to a man he had killed in Iraq. His
parents allege that the V.A. illegally turned away Mr.
Hamilton – three days before he stepped in front of a
train on May 16, 2010, at the age of 26. The agency
denied the wrongful-death claim in a one-page letter
Continued on page 18
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Continued from page 17
‘The VA did not breach a legal duty,’
wrote Suzanne C. Will, the agency’s regional
counsel in San Francisco. Mr. Hamilton’s death
was recorded in an obscure government database called the Beneficiary Identification Records
Locator Subsystem death file, which contains
records for all veterans of the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, and the high rate of suicides and
risky, sometimes-fatal behaviors. Records from
that database, provided to The Bay Citizen under
the Freedom of Information Act, show that the V.A.
is aware of 4,194 Iraq and Afghanistan veterans
who died after leaving the military. More than
half died within two years of discharge. Nearly
1,200 were receiving disability compensation for
a mental health condition, the most common of
which was post-traumatic stress disorder.”
The News Tribune of Tacoma,
Washington, of May 26, 2011 reported, “With
veterans now accounting for one of every five
suicides in the nation, the Department of Veterans
Affairs is under pressure from both the courts and
Congress to fix its mental-health services in an
attempt to curb the death toll. ‘The suicide rate
is out of control – it’s epidemic proportions right
now,’ said Paul Rieckhoff, executive director of the
Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of America. ‘There
are very few programs that are effective, and
there’s a serious lack of national awareness.’ While
the government keeps no official tally of veteran
suicides, the VA last year said that veterans account
for roughly 20 percent of the estimated 30,000
suicides annually in the United States.”
Every American civilian and soldier should
be appalled that so many of those who served in
our current wars in Iraq and Afghanistan apparently have been so ill treated that, according to
The Times, “On May 10, the United States Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in San Francisco
cited the V.A. for ‘unchecked incompetence’ and
ordered an overhaul of how it provided health care
and disability benefits.”
I am a veteran of World War II, honorably discharged in 1946 as a Sergeant, having
served in the 104th Infantry Division,
receiving the combat infantry badge and two
battle stars. My suggestion is that President

Obama appoint a commission to look into the
providing of services to veterans immediately.
Because of their history of service and bravery
in the Vietnam War and service in so many
ways to our country, I suggest the President
consider appointing Senators John McCain
and John Kerry as co-chairs.
I further suggest they consider recruiting
the lawyers of this country through the many
bar associations, to volunteer pro bono, to
serve as advocates for any soldier whether
remaining in the U.S. armed forces or a
veteran needing assistance, medical or otherwise, from the government, authorized by law
and not receiving it in a timely way. Those
lawyer volunteers should be immunized by
federal law from lawsuits by dissatisfied such
clients. It is important to get appropriate
medical help for those needing it, but also to
try to stem their descent into alcohol and drug
addiction. During the great civil rights crusade
of 1964, registering black voters in the South,
many lawyers, I was one, served pro bono in
the South defending Southern and Northern
black and white volunteers who sought to
register black citizens so they could vote and
were themselves assaulted and arrested, and
required legal representation. Lawyers who
participated remember the experience as one
of the most positively impacting for them, in
their whole lives.
Many people will disparage the decision
of the U.S. Supreme Court for having directed
California to open its prison doors and
discharge more than 30,000 inmates unless
within two years it expands the states prisons
so as to be able to attend to the physical and
mental health needs of its prisoners.
I had a similar situation in New York City
in 1983 when I was Mayor when a Federal
District Court judge, Morris Lasker, ordered
the discharge of thousands of prisoners unless
we provided 60 square feet of personal space
to each prisoner. I said to no avail, “I didn’t
have sixty square feet of personal space when I
was in the army.” Hundreds of prisoners were
released. We built our way out of the mess,
with modular barracks on Rikers Island and

prison ships in the East River.
The 5 to 4 majority, split along liberalconservative lines, were right to do what they
did – Judge Anthony M. Kennedy being the
swing vote – because the state had been subject
to lawsuits related to overcrowding for 21 years
and had done nothing to address the situation
which the court described as a violation of the
8th Amendment: cruel and unusual punishment. God bless the Supreme Court.
An infamous case involving two police
officers alleged by a woman complainant
(who was admittedly drunk at the time), to
have raped her -- one engaging in the actual
rape and the other standing guard -- ended
with a not guilty verdict on that charge. The
two police officers were found guilty with
respect to several misdemeanors and are to be
sentenced shortly. The Police Commissioner
Ray Kelly immediately fired them from the
NYPD.
People in New York City are furious
and many lambasted the jurors. Those jurors
should be praised for their valor and common
sense. The law requires the government to
overcome the presumption of innocence by
evidence, establishing guilt “beyond a reasonable doubt.” I have no doubt that many of the
jurors believed under the evidence produced
(the cops came back to the woman’s house
several times uncalled; one cop got into bed
with her and admitted kissing her and on a later
tape admitted to the woman, responding to her
repeated questioning, he had used a condom;
he explained at the trial he lied to assuage her
anxiety), sexual activity had occurred, but there
was no penetration proven. They should be
applauded for their courage in carrying out the
law, knowing they would be condemned by
fellow New Yorkers and the media.
The bar association should publicly recognize jurors of valor.
The Republicans have handed President
Obama the next election by having voted
for the Paul Ryan budget in both the House
and Senate to privatize Medicare and gut
Medicaid by turning it into a block grant, or if
not members of the Congress, endorsing the

vote. Five Republicans voted no. They were
Scott Brown of Massachusetts, Susan Collins
and Olympia Snowe of Maine and Lisa
Murkowski of Alaska. The fifth, Ron Paul of
Kentucky voted no, because he believed the
Ryan budget was too liberal.
Republicans believed they could get away
with their support of the Ryan approach to
Medicare – privatizing it – by grandfathering
in all current seniors in the existing program
and those coming into the program until
those now 52 and younger became eligible for
Medicare then private insurance companies
would take over and the new voucher system
would apply to them.
Not unexpectedly and to the credit of
those seniors receiving benefits, they were
not going to sacrifice the future security of
their children who would become eligible ten
years from now. They are standing up collectively stating a resounding no. How could all
of the Republican candidates be so stupid
as to listen to the Republican leadership of
Congress undoubtedly saying to them, “We
have to hang together, or they (the voters) will
hang us separately.” Indeed they will. President
Obama is a lucky man.
The Honorable Edward Irving Koch served New
York City as its105th Mayor from 1978 to 1089.

Dear Editor:
On behalf
of the thousands of livery
and yellow taxi
drivers
and
owners who
are members
of the New
York State Federation of Taxi Drivers, I am
writing to you today to explain our revised
position regarding the 5-Borough Taxi Plan.
We feel the changes we are demanding will
better meet the needs of both our yellow taxis
members and our livery industry members.
There have been significant discussions
and debates about how to provide legal street
hail service to the boroughs in a way that
prevents the disenfranchisement of livery
drivers and bases, provides my members with
equity opportunities and respects the investment of the yellow medallion owner and driver.
The Federation is advocating on behalf
of the following modifications to the existing
5-Borough Taxi Plan to ensure each of our
member groups are made whole. Our position is the following:
A requirement that 50% of the total
number of individual medallions and 50% of
the total number of corporate medallions be
set aside for the livery industry only.
Continued on page 19
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To ensure no group is left out in
the cold, the number of “borough”
taxis should be increased. We
endorse a 1:6 ratio for both individual and corporate medallions
(1 yellow medallion comes with 6
borough taxi licenses).
If 1,500 medallions are sold
according to the current plan, this
would result in the creation of
9,000 borough taxis. The current
plan only allows for 6,000.
Special City-backed financing
must be made available for the
livery industry to ensure medallions
are affordable and within reach for
drivers and bases.
Drivers with a valid livery
license will be able to convert their
license quickly and at no cost, to a
borough street hail license, enabling
them to pick up street hails legally.
Livery drivers will not be required
to pay for taxi school, take taxi exam
or undergo the costly testing that
yellow taxi drivers undergo.
Livery drivers who own their
cars will be able to lease the borough
street hail license and continue to
operate their own car if they want to

– 50% of the first auction must agree
to DOV (driver-owned-vehicle)
their cars.
Borough taxis must be equipped
with radios. That way livery bases are
an undeniable, invaluable and hugely
important part of this plan.
Borough taxis must get safety
partitions; and GPS to aid police in
catching criminals who assault drivers.
Finally, the Federation is calling for
ALL illegal street summonses issued
in 2011 to be dismissed. Enough is
enough. The City has made its point.
Don’t drive our members further
underground – let us come out of the
shadows and pick up legally without
threat of fine or seizure.
Sincerely,
Fernando Mateo
Founder and Spokesperson, New
York State Federation of Taxi
Drivers

CLASSIFIED AD
Pastor- Conduct worship service to congregation; Prepare and deliver sermons;
Be available for personal discipleship and
counseling. Req. MA in Divinity, Resume to:
New York Great Faith Church 261E. Lincoln
Avenue, Mt. Vernon, NY 10552
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Lexington Capital Associates, LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY)
3/14/2011. Office in Westchester Co. SSNY
desi gn. Agent of LLC upon whom process
may be served. SSNY shall mail copy of process to The LLC P.O. Box 376 Great Neck, NY
11021. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
Park Scorpion, LLC Articles of Org. filed
NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 2/24/2011. Office
in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent of
LLC upon whom process may be served.
SSNY shall mail copy of process to The
LLC 8 White Lion Dr. Montrose, NY 10548.
Purpose: Any lawful activity.

Notice of Formation Arita Advisory Services, LLC Arts. of Org. filed with SSNY
4/28/2011. Off. Loc.: Westchester Cnty.
SSNY designated as agent of LLC whom
process may be served. SSNY shall mail
process to: c/o The LLC, P.O. Box 170, Bedford, NY 10506. Purpose: all lawful activities.

SC Barlow LLC Articles of Org. filed NY
Sec. of State (SSNY) 12/28/2010. Office
in Westchester Co. SSNY design. Agent
of LLC upon whom process may be
served. SSNY shall mail copy of process
to C/O Seavest Inc. 707 Westchester Avenue, Suite 401 White Plains, NY 10604.
United Trade Alliance L.L.C. Articles of Purpose: Any lawful activity.
Org. filed NY Sec. of State (SSNY) 3/7/2011.
Office in Westchester Co. SSNY design. BOUNINFANTE FAMILY PARTNERSHIP,
Agent of LLC upon whom process may be NO. 1, L.P. Articles of Org. filed NY Sec.
served. SSNY shall mail copy of process of State (SSNY) 4/15/11. Office in Westto The LLC 9-7 Nicole Circle Ossining, NY chester Co. SSNY design. Agent of LP
10562. Purpose: Any lawful activity. Regis- upon whom process may be served.
tered Agent: Spiegel & Utrera, P.A., P.C. 1 SSNY shall mail copy of process to
Maiden LN, 5th Fl NY, NY 10038.
Barbara Buoninfante 685 Esplanade
Pelham Manor, NY 10803. Purpose: Any
Ayrie Golden Eagle Strategic Holdings,
lawful activity.
LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
(SSNY) 1/12/2011. Office in Westchester
Wellness by the Sea Retreats,LLC
Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC upon whom
process may be served. SSNY shall mail Articles of Org. filed NY Sec. of State
copy of process to Corporation Service (SSNY) 2/1/2011. Office in Westchester
Company 80 State St Albany, NY 12207. Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC upon
Purpose: Any lawful activity. Registered whom process may be served. SSNY
Agent: Corporation Service Company 80 shall mail copy of process to Sandra Ramos 333 Bronx River Road #502 Yonkers,
State St Albany, NY 12207.
NY 10704. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
Z & Q, LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec.
of State (SSNY) 4/26/2011. Office in West- TMRC, LLC Articles of Org. filed NY Sec.
chester Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC of State (SSNY) 5/24/2011. Office in Westupon whom process may be served. SSNY chester Co. SSNY design. Agent of LLC
shall mail copy of process to The LLC 125 upon whom process may be served.
Westchester Ave #FS03 White Plains, NY SSNY shall mail copy of process to The
10601. Purpose: Any lawful activity.
LLC C/O Rose Chin PO Box 956 Bronxville,
NY 10708. Purpose: Any lawful activity.

SALE
SUPREME COURT – COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
LASALLE BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, AS TRUSTEE FOR
THE REGISTERED HOLDERS OF GSAMP TRUST 2005-AHL2,
MORTGAGE PASS-THROUGH CERTIFICATES, SERIES 2005AHL2, Plaintiff against
LENOX BLIDGEN, et al Defendant(s).
Pursuant to a Judgment of Foreclosure and Sale entered on
April 19, 2010.
I, the undersigned Referee will sell at public auction at the
Lobby of the Westchester County Courthouse, 111 Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. Boulevard, White Plains, N.Y. on the 22nd day
of June, 2011 at 11:30 a.m. premises Beginning at a the corner
formed by the intersection of the westerly side of McClellan
Avenue with the southwesterly side of Vernon Avenue; Thence
running northwesterly along said southwesterly side of Vernon
Avenue 54.17 feet to the southeasterly line of Lot No. 19, Block
7 on said map; Thence southwesterly at right angels to said
southwesterly side of Vernon Avenue and along said southeasterly line of Lot No. 19, Block 7, 94.50 feet to the northerly
line of Lot No. 25, Block 7 on said map; Thence easterly along
said northerly line of Lot No. 25. 6.03 feet to the northeasterly
corner of said Lot 25, Block 7; Thence southerly at right angels
to the last mentioned course and through Lot No. 25 Block 7.
45 feet to a corner; Thence easterly at right angles with said
last mentioned courses and through Lots Nos. 24, 23, 22 and
21, Block 7 on said map, 100 feet to the westerly side of McClellan Avenue; Thence northerly along said westerly side of
McClellan Avenue 69.76 feet to the point or place of beginning.
Said premises known as 286 McClellan Avenue, Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10553 (Section: 165.28, Block: 4047, Lot: 13).
Approximate amount of lien $ 548,267.38 plus interest and costs.
Premises will be sold subject to provisions of filed judgment
and terms of sale.
Index No. 13231-09. Frank C. Praete, Jr., Esq., Referee.
DeRose & Surico
Attorney(s) for Plaintiff
213-44 38th Avenue
Bayside, N.Y. 11361
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